SENTINELDNA

™

STATE-OF-THE-ART
ELECTRONIC MONITORING +
CASE MANAGEMENT

+ POWERFUL INTUITIVE USER INTERFACE

SentinelDNA™ is our state-of-the-art, web-based monitoring

time, create complex notification procedures for each individual participant or groups.

and tracking software application that allows law

+ CLIENT DASHBOARD

enforcement and corrections agencies to conduct all of their
monitoring functions in real-time. This powerful software
solution integrates with all Sentinel RF, GPS tracking and alcohol monitoring equipment and includes customizable features
and benefits only available from Sentinel.

SentinelDNA offers an easy to use, intuitive user interface that makes the monitoring of individuals,
groups or an officer’s entire caseload a simple, straightforward process. In addition, DNA offers the
flexibility for users to create and adjust participant compliance schedules in real-time and, at the same

DNA includes a powerful dashboard feature that provides an at-a-glance overview that can be filtered
to meet the user’s needs with just a mouse click. Smartphone and tablet accessible, S
 entinelDNA
provides convenient, view anywhere access and provides users with the freedom to monitor program
participants at any time.

+ INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Beyond integrating the basics, Sentinel DNA provides sin-

Sentinel has included comprehensive inventory management functionality that allows customers to

gle-signeon, singlec-screen access to all of the tools that

order needed equipment or consumables and the ability to generate return merchandise a
 uthorizations

today’s larger and larger case loads deman.

(RMAs)—both conveniently from within the DNA platform.

Case management, data analytics and even principles
of artificial inteligence delivered through an intuitive
graphical user interface all combine to make this one
of the most powerful information platforms available
for offender management systems in the industry.

+ ROBUST CASE MANAGEMENT
Sentinel leveraged its 20 plus years of case management experience to create an optional robust case
management module that allows supervising officers to utilize this enhanced functionality to effectively
manage all aspects of the participant’s supervision beyond that of just normal electronic monitoring
related events. A complete description of our case management module and its benefits will be
outlined in a forthcoming communication dedicated specifically to our case management module.

+ ANALYSIS = POINT-PATTERN ANALYSIS (PPA)
Built-in Point Pattern Analysis is Sentinel’s proprietary tool that allows users to analyze a participant’s
daily routine and quickly identify deviations that may indicate a compliance violation. To make the
analysis of a participant’s GPS activity more efficient, DNA allows users to add labels to the locations
that a participant visits as part of their daily, weekly or monthly routine (pattern). Using these labels
allows for the quick identification of a location that is not associated with a p
 articipant’s normal routine
(pattern).
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